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It is significant to find a fashion marketing dissertation topic that portrays the concerns related to the
culture and fashion, one that is bendable and full of life, while permitting them to consider other
research opportunities as well.

Whatever topic of discussion you choose, it should be of your own personal interest. It should also
reflect the tendencies of modern investigation. Select something that is analogous, not too
inaccessible, and something that might hold the interest of the reader, or your examiner, till the end.
A good thesis statement will already have a considerable amount of literature written about it. You
are not only going to review the already written literature, but also are allowed to include your own
thoughts and ideas.

I will help you with a few topics myself. Following are some excellent thesis statements that you
might find helpful:

1.An insight into a different planet: Understanding the style icon.

2.Envisaging Monroe:  A retrospective confrontation with one of the universeâ€™s most stylish and
lovable personalities.

3.Crazy about Madonna: The eminent and humble fashions of Eighties pop traditions.

4.An understanding of Englishness: British advancement with the passage of time.

5.Mods and Rockers and the era of biking and motoring.

6.Era of broad mindedness: 1920's trends and styles.

7.Trends of The Second World War.

8.Trends of the fifties on the streets today.

9.A debate on seventies style icons and what changes they brought to the living styles and
standards.

10.How Eighties modes symbolized governmental and ethnical paragons of the time.

11.Young generationâ€™s style of clothing in the Nineties.

12.Athletics article of clothing: How athletic wear has penetrated the modern-day market place

13.Tagging and advertising: The ability of virtual display

14.The importance of advertising and promotion in the modern time of fashion

15.Wearing apparel for cabaret lovers: The employment of substitute stuffs

16.Plaids today: How colors symbolize thoughts
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17.following the account of fur in mode

18.hounding clothing: brands and custom

19.Shakespearian house of drama and the artistic mental image

20.interpreting Tolkien: set of clothes from manuscript to television

21.The center of the folk story: Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty and the trendy imagination.

22.What is too short?  A decisive investigation of argumentations bordering promiscuousness and
children's wearing.

23.Superheroes: representing styles through famous and most popular icons.

24.Allhallows Eve: stylish representation of personas and the creative thinking of young people.

25.A research into the influences of fashion media on young people.

All of these thesis titles are relating to different research areas of marketing dissertation. You could
either choose one from these, or you could simply come up with your own. But remember one thing;
the topic must be of your own interest, and not the interest of your professor.
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